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The Washington Education Association represents over 89,000 educators from pre-school 
through university. With the challenges facing society today, it is important that public schools 
remain strong, have the ability to attract and retain quality educators at all levels, and meet the 
needs of all students as they prepare for their futures.  It is equally important that educators 
have a voice at their work place and in the political process as we work to maintain and 
strengthen our public school system.

Name: Erin Jones

Name: Erin Jones 

Occupation: Educator

Education: Bryn Mawr College - BA, Comparative Literature (French, Spanish, English); PLU - Alternative 
Routes to Certification, Teacher Cert; Concordia College - Language Immersion Certificate

Brief Employment History: Teacher - Jason Lee MS, Stewart MS (Tacoma), Instructional coach/teacher - 
Rogers HS (Spokane); Director of Center for the Improvement of Student Learning (OSPI), Assistant Su-
perintendent for Student Achievement (OSPI), Director of Equity and Achievement (Federal Way SD), Di-
rector of Advancement Via Individual Determination (Tacoma SD)

Do you have children?  Yes (3) If so, what school(s) do/did they attend? The baby just graduated in '15 
from Timberline HS in North Thurston. The others graduated in '14 and '13. My children attended public 
schools in 4 districts - Tacoma, Puyallup, Mead (near Spokane), and North Thurston. 

Biographical Information



1. Please provide your campaign manager’s name, and your campaign’s key contact information includ-
ing phone numbers, email addresses and website URLs.

My campaign consultant is Christian Sinderman - chrisitan@nwpconsulting.com, (206) 683-8380

Friends of Erin Jones
PO Box 23125
Seattle, WA 98102
Phone: (360) 433-8922
My website - erinjones2016.org
The campaign email - erinjonesin2016@gmail.com

1. If recommended by WEA-PAC, will you use the WEA-PAC logo or name on your printed materials and 
advertisements?
Yes, we plan to use the logo on our printed materials and advertisements.

2. With respect to public education, what is your most significant accomplishment and how did it bene-
fit students?

I have received many awards for my work in the classroom and for my work on education as a whole.
However, I believe my most significant accomplishment has been the training of over 10,000 educa-
tors in the past 8 years in reframing how we see, talk about, and interact with students of color and 
students who live in poverty. Reframing the conversation from "achievement gap" (that which 
blames students and teachers and communities and families) to "opportunity gap" (ways we can ALL 
be part of the solution) has been huge as I talk with public school educators and those who work 
with and around schools.

3. What will be your top priority for Washington’s K-12 schools? How will you work with the Washing-
ton Education Association to achieve those goals?

  
My top priority for K-12 schools is to eliminate barriers and develop support systems for educators. 
As I have traveled to every corner of the state over the past 8 years, (and especially during the past 8
months) I hear from staff - administrators, classroom teachers, para-educators, counselors - that 
they feel burdened by the extensive needs of students that are not being met and the lack of train-
ing and support that exists when it comes to serving those who are most vulnerable. Students of 
color, ELL students, students who receive special education services and students who have experi-
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enced trauma need better support networks to ensure their success. As educators, we do not have 
control over what happens to students outside of our buildings, so I believe our greatest strength is 
well-informed, well-supported educators who can make the most significant impact inside buildings 
and classrooms. It is my goal to work with the legislature, the federal government, and with our state
lawyers to determine what laws/rules/processes can be eliminated that are creating barriers for 
great work in our schools, as well as how we can provide resources and support systems that allow 
educators to get the time and professional development they need to confidently and effectively 
serve all students.

 
4. Our constitution declares that public education is our state’s paramount duty. The McCleary decision

enforces this duty by holding the Legislature accountable for amply funding basic education in K-12 
public schools with dependable and regular revenue sources and sets a firm 2018 deadline for meeti-

ting the Supreme Court ’s order.  

a. Please share your vision for Washington’s public education system and how you would ad-
vocate for the constitutional requirement for the state to make ample provision for K-12 ba-
sic education, now serving more than 1 million students statewide, within the timeline es-
tablished in the Supreme Court’s 2012 order.

First of all, I was the educator who testified in the McCleary Case, and I believe my testi-
mony was significant to the final decision. I made the decision to become an educator in 
1990 when I recognized as a college student that the white students who attended public 
schools in my college town had a completely different (positive) public school experience as 
compared to the black students in North Philadelphia, where I played basketball. I thought 
only Philadelphia funded schools inequitably, but I realized as I taught across the country - 
from South Bend, IN to Columbus, OH to Tacoma to Spokane - that the greatest predictor of 
resources and supports for students across the nation was zip code, race, and home lan-
guage. I believe it is my primary responsibility to use the bully pulpit of the OSPI office to ad-
vocate for the State Legislature to fulfill its paramount duty. I find it negligent that we are 
even talking about charter schools at this point, when there is NO conversation at all about 
funding public schools. Although I would have no control as state superintendent over pass-
ing laws, I believe our tax laws must be rewritten. We have the most regressive tax structure 
in the nation, which has huge implications for our schools.  This includes the physical struc-
tures, the students, and the educators who serve them. Adequately funding education is 
and should be our number one obligation!

b. How should the State role in education be balanced with local control, including local collec-
tive bargaining, so that districts meet community interests while providing educators a voice
in decisions around compensation, benefits, class sizes, student supports, testing policies 
and other key issues

K-12 Issues



I believe local control is critical in public education. As the former Assistant Superintendent 
tasked with School Improvement, one of the things I realized very quickly is that, although 
local communities are able to bargain collectively for their contracts, there are still far too 
many models that are "one-size-fits-all" at OSPI. I do not believe that what is good for Van-
couver is necessarily what is best for Omak or Bellingham. I believe the job of the Office of 
Superintendent is to provide resources and models to different communities, to do the re-
search on what models and practices work best, to provide materials that have been proven 
effective, and to provide access and support for districts to implement what works best in 
their situation. I believe it is critical for communities to be the primary voices in what they 
need, for what works best for their students and families, and for what works best for the 
adults who serve in schools and school systems.

There are also occasions when it may be best for educators to advocate as a state body in 
order to allow the voices of the many to carry greater weight. In the end, kids are at the cen-
ter, but I believe the adults who work with children must feel supported in order to best 
serve the children.

6. The state has increased graduation requirements to 24 "college and career ready" credits, providing 
more rigorous standards for graduation.  Washington’s students are required to take too many stan-
dardized tests, the sheer number of which take away from real teaching and learning and focus pre-
cious class time on test preparation, practice tests and taking the actual tests. This in turn monopo-
lizes libraries, computer labs and other resources, preventing use by other students during “testing 
season.”  The new federal education law (ESSA) encourages spending less time on testing and contin-
ues to NOT require students to pass standardized tests to move to the next grade or to graduate high
school. But in Washington, we still tie high stakes outcomes to passing them. 

a. Do you support eliminating the requirement to pass any standardized test for all high stakes 
decisions including but not limited to grade promotion and graduation?

As a former classroom teacher and district administrator, I believe our reliance on high-
stakes testing is incredibly dangerous. I have personally watched 3rd grade students and 
teachers cry from the anxiety of preparation for their first shot at the SBA. I watched my own
son, who is dysgraphic and struggles with writing and my daughter who experienced trauma 
as a young child, struggle with finding success on state assessments even though both have 
strong academic skills. I watched students in middle school computer labs last year take any-
where from 4-6 weeks completing the SBA. This is criminal! Our most vulnerable students 
are losing valuable instructional time only weeks before leaving school for the summer when
they will lose another 2 months of learning.

I do not believe that any test scores should be used to determine grade promotion or gradu-
ation. I believe that all testing, in any format, should be used to inform teacher practice and 
to help students set goals for themselves. I would like to see no more than two days of state 
testing a year at elementary and middle school levels in an Iowa Test of Basic Skills format - 



one short test in the fall to determine students' areas of strength and next steps and one 
short test in the spring to determine growth. I believe classroom teachers should be empow-
ered to assess beyond that to determine the student’s depth of knowledge. 

At the high school level, I would like to see a meaningful process for high school graduation. 
Although I am excited about the idea of more students being college-ready with the 24-
credit graduation requirement, I am also concerned that this requirement lends itself to the 
notion that all students should attend a 4-year college. All students should be afforded many
options beyond high school. For some that may mean a 2-year accreditation course, techni-
cal school, an apprenticeship, or the military may be more aligned to their passions and in-
terests. The 24-credit requirement also has set up situations in many school districts where 
the requirement is now driving the schedule and schools are feeling the need to transition to
a 4 x 4 block or to add a class period to the day. 24-credit does not allow students the oppor-
tunity to fail even one class during their careers in the typical 6-period a day model and sig-
nificant changes to school schedules often cost districts money in staffing and professional 
development to implement a new model. Considering the state has not yet funded the sys-
tem currently in place I am very concerned about adding more to district plates.

7. Fair and competitive compensation includes providing market-based wages, full funding for cost-of-
living increases and health care benefits, and adequate retirement benefits.  The most important fac-
tor in a child’s education is an effective teacher in the classroom.  However, Washington’s teachers’ 
salaries have lost ground to inflation and are not competitive with similar professions. 

a. How would you establish state salary allocations that are competitive and market-based?

Having lived in several communities across our state, I recognize that one-size does not fit all 
with regard to cost of living. We must take into consideration the cost of living in different re-
gions of our state and ensure that educators - both certificated and classified – are able to 
make a respectable, living wage. I was raised in another country where educators are valued 
by the public and one of the things I believe the state superintendent has the obligation to 
do is to begin a new narrative about the role of educator. 

We must continue to show the value of educational professionals.  They continue to be 
asked to do more with less and that is not okay.  ALL educators must receive market-based 
wages, cost-of-living increases, health care and adequate retirement. Although I do not know
any educator who got into the profession for the pay, I am also aware that we cannot be our 
best selves when we are struggling to pay bills or to support our own families. There is a 
message being sent to us every day that what we do is not worth additional money. I want to
share the message about what educators ACTUALLY DO, in order to help the public and the 
legislature recognize the need to appropriately compensate those who are working so hard 
to educate our next generation of leaders.



b. Do you support other salary increases for teachers?  Please provide examples. 

I definitely support salary increases for teachers! It is appalling to me that para-educators re-
ceive salaries commensurate with babysitting services while they are often caring for our 
most vulnerable children. It is equally appalling that classroom teachers in many districts (in-
cluding the one in which my husband teaches) have not received a cost-of-living raise for 
years! We say out of one side of our mouth that our babies are our most valuable asset, but 
our actions say different. If our children are our greatest asset, we should be compensating 
those who care for them a living wage. 

c. How can you guarantee that salaries for educators remain competitive and market-based 
over time?

                
As a former classroom teacher and the wife of a current educator, I have a personal incentive
and a passion to advocate on behalf of educators in this way. I believe I demonstrated that in
my testimony regarding McCleary. I believe it is the responsibility of the state superinten-
dent to be an advocate for compensation with our state legislature and I support regular 
market based surveys to better determine competitive salary ranges.  I also support bargain-
ing at the local level to better ensure salaries meet local cost-of-living levels.

8. The State Supreme Court has ruled that Washington’s existing Charter School initiative is unconstitu-
tional because charters are not common schools eligible for public funding and are not accountable 
to local voters. Do you support efforts to retain Washington’s charter schools, particularly ahead of 
the 1.1 million students who are still waiting for the state to comply with the McCleary decision and 
fully fund their schools?  

I believe charter schools should not even be a conversation in our current financial situation. If we 
cannot fully fund the schools we currently have, I believe it is irresponsible to even discuss funneling 
additional resources into new, unproven models. In fact, if we were to take all of the money that was
spent on the charter school movement and add that to the money that has been spent on the anti-
charter school movement, I believe we could have put a dent in the McCleary obligation. 

Charter schools are an incredible distraction from the needs of schools RIGHT NOW! Children in my 
district have died in the last year in gang-related shootings, suicides and drug overdoses. Teachers do
not have the training or support to help students in trauma. Thousands of new refugee students 
walk through the doors of schools every month speaking languages we do not know, with needs we 
cannot fill. With the resources that have been funneled to the 1,000 students in charter schools, we 
could have provided tens of thousands of teachers with the support, the training, the smaller class 
sizes, the updated material they needed to make a greater impact on the very students the charter 
school movement says it seeks to serve.



8. Voters passed Initiative 1351 in 2014, which amended the definition of basic education to include 
smaller class sizes in every grade level. In 2015, the Legislature voted to delay implementation of I-
1351 by four additional years – not starting until 2019. That means most of our children, those in 
grades 4-12, will continue to be packed into some of the most overcrowded classrooms in the na-
tion.

a. In the 2017-19 biennial budget, will you support reducing K-3 class sizes in poverty schools 
to the levels mandated in I-1351 (class sizes of 15 instead of 17)?

Most definitely!!! I work in a district now where many of our young students have already 
experienced tragic impacts of housing instability, hunger, or other poverty-driven trauma.  
These students have very distinct needs, and require additional support. Asking teachers to 
manage different learning styles and provide the social-emotional, cultural and physical 
needs of 17+ students effectively is ridiculous! We need to set educators and students up for
success. Reducing class sizes at the youngest ages is critical.

b. In the 2017-19 biennial budget, will you support beginning the reduction of class sizes in 
grades 4-12 to the levels mandated in I-1351?  If so, how would you begin to phase in – 
based on subject area, such as STEM classes; in high poverty schools first; phasing in by 
grade; or other?

I would absolutely support BEGINNING the reduction of class sizes 4-12. However, with the 
recognition that we are struggling to find qualified teachers across our state, I would focus 
first on the youngest grades in the most impacted communities—building from 4th grade up -
those with the most students who experience poverty, trauma, and ELL would be priority.  
Again, I want to set staff up to have the greatest success with students as possible, and cre-
ate continuity for our most vulnerable student populations. 

c. I-1351 also specified staffing levels for other educational professionals who are essential to 
the smooth running of our schools and the education of our children.  These positions in-
clude counselors, librarians, nurses, paraprofessionals, custodians, office support, and par-
ent involvement coordinators.  How will you work to phase in state funding for these key po-
sitions?

As I have alluded to in many of my responses above, there are so many factors to the educa-
tional experience of students, outside of what happens in classrooms. Classroom teachers 



cannot be expected to be teacher, nurse, parent, counselor, food bank, etc.  Yet that is what 
has happened as resources have been stripped away from our schools and community safety
nets. All of the supports listed above are CRITICAL to the success of students in classrooms. 
When these supports are provided adequately, they allow classroom teachers to focus on 
that which matters most - quality instruction. Much like the class-size conversation, I would 
start to phase in funding for support positions beginning with our most vulnerable schools. 
As I have suggested in other places, I do not believe one-size fits all. I believe the needs of 
each school must be determined to determine which staffing models make the most sense 
for each school building. I believe this is where the voices of the community are critical and 
must be engaged in this conversation. 

10. Health Care Benefits for K-12 employees are currently bargained directly with their employer – the 
school districts.  It has been suggested that the state should completely take over K-12 benefits.  
Meanwhile, the state has repeatedly provided less funding for K-12 employees health care than it 
does for other employees.  In 2015, legislators increased health care support nearly $200 a month 
for themselves and state employees. That’s compared to an anemic $12 month increase for educa-
tors, and that’s after five years with no increase. As a result, K-12 employees often experience ex-
tremely large charges to obtain health care coverage.  

a. Will you fight to increase the state’s allocation of funding for K-12 employees’ health care?  
What steps do you think would be appropriate for the state to take in the next budget to ad-
dress this issue?

The state is harming the financial security of K-12 employees by failing to adequately ad-
dress teacher salaries and COLAs, through partisan efforts to undermine our pensions, and 
by not funding health care benefits.  As an educator married to a classroom teacher, I see—
and live with every day—the impacts of health care costs for a family based on these factors.
As SPI I will use my official and public roles to advocate for expanded health care funding, 
salaries, and protecting pensions and other benefits.  

b. Will you support continued collective bargaining of health care for K-12 employees at the lo-
cal level?  

Yes.  Different districts and different communities have different access challenges, different 
health care needs, and different populations of teachers.  I support the flexibility—and ac-
countability—of localized health care bargaining.   

c. Do you oppose state takeover of the administration of K-12 benefits?

I do, for the same reasons outlined above.  



11. Washington has a long history of high-quality, innovative public schools such as the Raisbeck Aviation
High School in Tukwila, the Vancouver School of the Arts, The Tacoma School of the Arts and the Sci-
ence and Math Institute in Tacoma, the International School in Bellevue, Delta High School in the Tri-
Cities, and Spokane Valley High School. Please share your thoughts about how the State of Washing-
ton can work with WEA members, school districts and their communities to increase access to inno-
vative schools.

There are many great examples of innovative school models in Washington State. I have worked 
with or visited almost every school mentioned above, plus others you have not mentioned. In my 
opinion, an "innovative school model" is anything different from the typical comprehensive 
school experience. An innovative model does not have to be something built on a completely 
new idea. It could involve a reconfiguration of the school day or a public/private partnership, like
the Technology Access Foundation. Under current state law, school districts have the freedom to 
create a variety of school models. Not every student or educator thrives in a comprehensive 
school environment, so districts should be encouraged to leverage their resources and talents to 
best serve their students. 

As State Superintendent, I would use my resources to listen to WEA members about the innova-
tive models in which they serve and to share the stories of models that work and lessons learned. 
As I have stated before, I do not believe that one size fits all. However, I would like to leverage 
my role as state superintendent to share best practices among districts. I believe we have much 
we can learn from one another. I believe part of the role of OSPI should be to unpack the laws 
and rules for districts to help them understand how to implement alternative learning models. I 
also believe OSPI has an obligation to simplify the process for school districts, so as to not make 
the application process prohibitive. OSPI could provide a platform for districts implementing in-
novative models to share their challenges and successes and create opportunities for dialogue 
with other districts, who are interested in implementing innovative models themselves. In fact, I 
would like to set aside resources to compensate districts with expertise in innovation and provide
grants to encourage more districts to implement new school models. I believe this would be an 
incredible opportunity for partnership with the WEA. 

Finally, I would add that there must be a lens for equity in our conversation about innovation. 
Access is a huge issue. As a state, we need to make sure that the demographics of "innovative" 
schools mirror the demographics of the communities they serve. Many in the charter school 
movement would suggest that innovative models currently are not accessible to students of color.
Unfortunately, in too many cases, they are correct. We can partner with communities to help dis-
tricts think about how to more effectively recruit students, and we can partner with the WEA to 
provide training for staff to better serve all students. 



In my opinion, there is absolutely no need for charter schools when we can create innovative 
models legally and equitably in the context of our current public education system - public dol-
lars funding public schools overseen by the public.

  
5. Washington’s economy was recently named the strongest in the nation. (http://www.businessinsid-

er.com/state-economy-ranking-q4-2015-2016-1).  We also have the dubious distinction of having the 
most regressive tax system in the nation.  Our tax structure does not keep pace with Washington’s 
growing population and economic base over time.  This causes significant challenges for the state 
when trying to fund the myriad of services our residents require: education, health care and social 
services.  

Do you think we need new revenue to meet our state needs? If so, what do you propose?

We desperately need new revenue.  The McCleary decision is a direct response to the fact that our 
state simply lacks the resources and commitment to do right by 1.1 million Washington students, the
parents, teachers and administrators who deserve a quality education and every opportunity to suc-
ceed in life.  

The 1351 class size initiative was a tragic lost opportunity for elected state leadership to demand real
revenue to meet this voter mandate, but they punted. So we are left with overcrowded classrooms, 
underfunded schools, and an ongoing legal morass.  

New revenue should come from closing tax loopholes, from taxing the wealthiest in our state 
through a capital gains tax, and eventually we must adopt a progressive income tax.  

I am open to all ideas to direct overdue, court-mandated revenue to our schools.   

  
6. Will you oppose any efforts to restrict or eliminate the rights of public school employs to engage fully

in the political process?  (Yes or no.)

YES.  I will vigorously oppose any effort to reduce the political voice of public school—and 
any—employee group.  Our right to assemble and participate in elective politics is a funda-

Revenue

WEA members’ basic rights
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mental right, one I have exercised as a WEA member, my husband exercises as a WEA mem-
ber, and we must all protect for the sake of our union, and our democracy.  


